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Introduction
This chapter includes:
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Purpose of the CDA — OO Integration
The purpose of the Continuous Delivery Automation (CDA) integration is to provide:

l TheOO operations

l Application/topology deployment (or undeployment) in CDA systems based on the pre-defined
or pre-configured logical models of platforms, applications, and topologies in the CDA systems.

Also included in the OO-CDA integration are the operations that are used to find:

l Applications, application versions,and recipes

l Software artifact details and deployable software artifact bundles

l Platform models, stored parameters,and provisioned platforms

l Application topologies, deployed application topologies, and deployment progress

This discovered information can be used as inputs to the operations of provisioning (or
deprovisioning) platform and application topology deployment (or undeployment).

Regarding the infrastructuremodule of CDA, OO includes a set of operations that allow the user to
create, list, get details, update, and delete:

l Servers

l Server Groups

l Templates

Supported Versions

Operations Orchestration Version CDA Version

OO Content Pack 13 HP CDA 1.1, 1.20, 1.30
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The CDA APIs
TheOO-CDA integration operations are developed based on the following:

l hp-adam-remote-api-1.0.1.jar (operations that are NOT in the Infrastructure folder)

l CDA REST API 1.0.1

Downloading OO Releases and Documents on HP Live
Network

HP Live Network provides anOperations Orchestration Community page where you can find and
download supported releases of OO and associated documents.

Note: The Community page requires that you register for an HP Passport and sign-in.

To register for an HP Passport ID:

Go to: http://h20229.www2.hp.com/passport-registration.html

Or

Click theNew users - please register link on the HP Passport login page

To downloadOO releases and documents:

1. Go to the HPLN site: https://hpln.hp.com/. Page 1 of HP Live Network page opens.

2. Go to page 2 and click theContent link underOperations Orchestration.
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3. From theContent Catalog tab, select Operations Orchestration Content Packs.

4. Select the Downloads link.

5. Click Downloads > HP Operations Orchestration 10.00.

6. Search for the required HP Operations Orchestration Content Pack.
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Getting Started
This chapter includes:
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Location of CDA Integration Operations and Flows in OO Studio 9

Installing and Configuring the Integration
When installing CDA, the server can be accessed using a URLwith the following
format:<protocol> ://<server>:<port>/<productContext> where:

l protocol is http or https

l server is the hostname or IP address of the CDA server

l port, by default, is 8080 for http, and 8443 for https.

l productContext by default, is cda, but can be changed during installation

An example of a URL for the default installation of CDA is: http://my-CDA-server:8080/cda.

CDA Use Cases
Following are themajor use cases for the CDA integration:

l Core DevOps - Consistent composite application deployment, monitoring, andmanagement in
heterogeneous IT environments.

l Lab Management Automation - Deploy the AUT and testing tools correctly the first time. Do
not waste test cycles.

l Cloud Maps - Model driven app ecosystem design blueprints with application-aware
configuration parameters.

l Performance Application Lifecycles - Pinpoint production issues by reusingmonitors and
replication of production snapshots.

l Infrastructure Administration - Define servers, organize them in server groups, and create
templates with the existing server groups.
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CDA — OO Integration Architecture
The following diagram shows that OO communicates with the CDA server usingHttp orHttps to
send the request to the server. The operations from the /Library/Integrations/Hewlett-
Packard/Continuous Delivery Automation/Infrastructure folder are implemented through the
CDA REST API.

CDA Terminology
HPCDA - HP Continuous Delivery Automation

Adam:

l A- ARM (Application ReleaseManagement)

l D - DSL (Definitive Software Library)

l A - AWM (ApplicationWorkloadManagement)

l M -MAL (Monitoring Abstraction Layer)
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Location of CDA Integration Operations and Flows in
OO Studio

The HP CDA integration includes the following operations and flows in the OO Studio
Library/Integrations/Hewlett-Packard/Continuous Delivery Automation/ folder.
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Troubleshooting
This chapter includes:

Troubleshooting Overview 10

General Troubleshooting Procedures and Tools 10

Error Messages 10

Troubleshooting Overview
This section provides troubleshooting procedures and tools that you can use to solve problems you
may encounter while using this integration. It also includes a list of the error messages youmay
receive while using the integration and offers descriptions and possible fixes for the errors.

General Troubleshooting Procedures and Tools
Themost common problems youmay encounter are trying to access a CDA server that is not
available on the network, or cannot be accessed with the provided connection parameters.

When receiving access related errors, verify that:

l The hostname or IP address of the CDA server is correct

l The CDA server is listening for requests on the specified port

l The proxy configuration is correct

l The values passed to proxy-related inputs are valid.

l When using the https protocol, make sure that you either set the trust all roots option to true,
or provide a keystore location through the operation inputs.

Error Messages
This section lists the error messages youmay receive while using this integration. Each error
message includes possible causes and fixes for the error.

l Error parsing the operation result.

The response returned by the CDA server could not be parsed as an XML document.

l Could not parse the given XML.

The XML response returned by the CDA server is invalid.
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l %1 is a required input. Assign a value to the %1 if you want this operation to
succeed.

A value for a required input was not provided.

l The active input must be assigned a boolean value.

An invalid value was provided for the active input.

l The newActive input must be assigned a boolean value.

An invalid value was provided for the newActive input.

Other errors may occur when requests aremade to the CDA system with invalid parameters. For
example, when you execute theCreate Server operation and provide a name to the server that
already exists in the CDA system you are using. In such cases, the exceptionmessage retrieved
by CDA is returned in the operation's output:

Server 'ServerName' already exists
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